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The history of Finnish based Osuma goes back to the 
early 90’s, when the company owner, a passionate 
hunter and benchrest shooter, developed the first set 
of scope mounts to meet his own exacting standards. 
The company has passed from father to son, but the very 
same scope mounts are still part of Osuma’s product 
portfolio, which now includes more than 150 different 
products. The same ideology lies behind every product 
we’ve designed and manufactured. We learn from our 
own hunting and shooting experience, and listen to the 
needs of other hunters. This helps us to provide new 
innovations, and improve existing solutions for our fellow 
hunters and shooters.

Our main focus is scope mounting, which is often 
the Achilles’ heel of a rifle shooter’s equipment. We 
manufacture high quality mounts that are both reliable 
and easy to use. We’ve achieved this through our 
long experience in product development, the latest 

manufacturing technologies, and high grade materials. 
Our portfolio provides products for most popular rifles 
and scopes on the market, as well as highly specific 
solutions. 

The new and improved line of suppressors has also 
become a big part of our business. Osuma suppressors 
combine excellent recoil reduction, ample sound 
suppression, light weight, and ergonomic design. We 
also cannot help mentioning our best seller: the Trigger 
Widener. Although we do say so ourselves, the Osuma 
Trigger Widener is the best pound-for-pound shooting 
accessory in the world!

All Osuma products are designed and manufactured 
in Finland, to guarantee the highest possible quality 
standards.

Jukka Olkkonen,
CEO, Osuma Products



Scope Mounts
This is where it all started more than 20 years ago. 
Osuma Scope Mounts have proven their dependability 
for more than two decades. The scope mounts are made 
from high grade aluminium, and manufactured with state 
of the art tools and methods. They are dimensionally 
extremely precise, and made with true professional skill. 
The surface is anodized for durability.

Osuma Scope Mounts are an excellent solution when 
you need to set your scope higher than normal. Available 
in three different heights (25mm, 35mm, 45mm); three 
mounting alternatives (11mm, 17mm, Optilock); and two 
options for tube thickness (1” and 30mm).

Our Scope Mounts are also very light thanks to 
the material used; they only weight 120-155 grams, 
depending on the model.

Osuma Scope Mounts
Dimensions: tube diameter/rail/free space/colour

1”/11mm/25mm black
1”/11mm/35mm black
1”/11mm/45mm black

30mm/11mm/25mm black
30mm/11mm/35mm black
30mm/11mm/45mm black

1”/17mm/25mm black
1”/17mm/35mm black
1”/17mm/45mm black

30mm/17mm/25mm black
30mm/17mm/35mm black
30mm/17mm/45mm black



Scope Mounts for Combination Guns 
We have also introduced a set of Scope mounts for 
combination guns. Osuma 11mm scope mounts are 
made especially for Marocchi combination guns, but 
they work perfectly with all break barrels with an 11mm 
dovetail for scope mounting. Available in 1”, 30mm, 
34mm 36mm and 40mm rings.

Osuma Mount for Combination Guns
Mount for 11mm rail with 1” rings LO or ME
Mount for 11mm rail with 30mm rings LO, ME or HI
Mount for 11mm rail with 36mm rings LO or ME
Mount for 11mm rail with 40mm rings LO



Red Dot Sight/ 
Holosight Mounts

We all know that in fast hunting situations every little 
detail of our equipment counts. We kept this in mind 
when we designed our line of Holosight Mounts. Our goal 
was to design Holosight Mounts that would put the sight 
as close to the bore as possible, which is a significant 
benefit in fast shooting situations. Aside from being 
reliable and simple to use, the speed advantage just 
might make the difference between a successful hunting 
trip, and a story of the one that got away.

We offer mounts for all the most popular platforms 
and sights. Please see the compatibility chart for further 
information.

Osuma Holosight Mounts
Docter Sight, Burris Fastfire, Meopta Meosight and 
Zeiss CompactPoint (Zeiss Platte)
Hosight mount for Sako rail
Holosight mount for 11mm rail
Holosight mount for 13mm rail (semi-auto shotguns)
Holosight mount for 17mm rail
Holosight mount for 19mm rail (CZ 550, BRNO)
Holosight mount Picatinny rail
Holosight mount Blaser 2 head
Osuma mount for Aimpoint Micro and for 11mm rail
Osuma mount for Aimpoint Micro and for 13mm rail
Osuma mount for Aimpoint Micro and for 17mm rail
Osuma mount for Aimpoint Micro and for Sako rail
Osuma mount for Aimpoint Micro and for Blaser 2 head
Holosight mount for Shield and Sako rail
Holosight mount for Shield and for 11mm rail
Holosight mount for Shield and for 17mm rail
Holosight mount for Shield and for19mm rail (CZ 550, BRNO)
Holosight mount for Shield sight with Blaser mounting 2 head



Osuma Blaser Mounts
Our Blaser Mounts are probably the crown jewel of our 
product portfolio. The new improved design offers world 
class precision and reliability, and is extremely easy to 
adjust. The solid mount offers a variety of options for 
mounting different kinds of scopes and sights. Please, 
see the chart for scope mounting options.

Osuma Blaser Mounts
mount with 1” rings LO, ME or HI
mount with 30mm rings LO or ME or HI
mount with 34mm rings ME
mount with 36mm rings LO or ME
mount with 40mm rings LO
Mount fit with Sako Optilock rings extended
Blaser Picatinny rail
Mount for Zeiss ZM rail up to 56mm objective
Mount for Swarovski SR rail



Osuma Blaser Adapters
The Blaser mounting system itself provides an excellent 
quick mount platform for scope mounting. Now we can 
offer the same mounting system for a number of other 
rifles! The Osuma Blaser Adapter converts a traditional 
scope mounting rail to a Blaser style mounting system. 
By fitting the Osuma Blaser Adapter on your rifle, you 
can even change sights in the middle of your hunting 
expedition without having to readjust the sight. The 
adapter is fastened with screws to the holes bored in 
the bolt body and fitting the adapter doesn’t require any 
special tools or skills.

Osuma Blaser Adapters
Blaser style adapter for Tikka T3 rifles
Blaser style adapter for Sako TRG-21 and TRG-22 rifles
Blaser style adapter for Tikka 658-690-695 rifles
Blaser style adapter for Tikka 558-590-595 rifles
Blaser style adapter for Tikka M55
Blaser style adapter for Tikka M65
Blaser style  adapter  for Sauer 202
Blaser style adapter for Benelli Argo
Blaser style adapter for Browning BAR
Blaser style  adapter  for Howa 1500 SA
Blaser style  adapter for Howa 1500 LA
Blaser style adapter for picatinny rail



Osuma LRS Scope Mounts with Four Rings
Whether you’re an avid long-range shooter or a  
MIL/LE professional user, the Osuma LRS (Long Range 
Shooting) Scope Mounts are the perfect solution for 
you. The four-ring attachment and a solid single piece 
mount guarantee that your scope will not change zero, 
no matter what caliber you use, or how demanding 
the conditions. There are three different tilt options 
available: 0 MOA, 15 MOA, 30 MOA. The Osuma LRS 
Scope Mount can be attached to either a 17mm 
dovetail or picatinny rail.

Osuma LRS Mounts with 4 Scope Rings
1” LO or ME 17mm dovetail
30mm LO, ME or HI 17mm dovetail
34mm LO 17mm dovetail
36mm LO or ME 17mm dovetail
40mm LO 17mm dovetail
1” LO or ME Picatinny
30mm LO, ME or HI Picatinny
34mm LO Picatinny
36mm LO or ME Picatinny
40mm LO Picatinny

*** Tilt options: 0 MOA, 15 MOA and 30 MOA



Osuma Scope Rings and Ring Mounts
Osuma scopes are made from high-grade aluminium, 
and manufactured with state of the art tools and 
methods. They are dimensionally extremely precise 
and made with true professional skill. The surface is 
anodized for durability.

We provide rings for our own bases, as well as for 
Optilock bases and Picatinny rails; and for every main 
tube size from 1” to 40mm. We’ve paid extra attention 
to details such as the screws used to combine the 
two halves of the rings. Our rings can be opened and 
tightened without worrying that the screw heads 
wear out. 

Osuma Rings for Optilock Base
34mm ring (pair) 
36mm ring (pair) LO
36mm ring (pair) ME
40mm ring (pair) LO

Osuma Ring Mounts Picatinny
mount with 1” rings LO or ME
mount with 30mm rings LO or ME
mount with 34mm rings LO
mount with 36mm rings LO
mount with 40mm rings LO



Scope Mounts for Rail Mounted Sights
Many modern scopes have a rail mounting system that 
is in many ways safer and easier to use than traditional 
ring mounting. We can offer rail mounts for two of the 
most popular models: ZM Rail and SR Rail. 

The ZM Rail (developed by Carl Zeiss) is used by 
Zeiss, Meopta, Schmidt & Bender and Leica. The SR 
Rail (developed by Swarovski) is used by Swarovski and 
Kahles.

Osuma Rail Mounts are available for 11mm rails, 
17mm rails, Optilock bases and the Blaser mounting 
system.

Osuma Rail Mounts Zeiss ZM
adaptor mounted on an Optilock base, (‘upstairs’)
for an 11mm rail
for a 17mm rail
for Picatinny rail
also for Blaser-> check Blaser mounts

Osuma Rail Mounts Swarovski SR
adaptor mounted on an Optilock base, (‘upstairs’)
for an 11mm rail
for an 17mm rail
also for Blaser-> check Blaser mounts



Osuma Suppressors and Heat Covers
The new and improved line of Osuma Suppressors combine 
excellent recoil reduction, ample sound suppression, light 
weight, and ergonomic design. For example, the Osuma 
170 extends the length of your rifle by only 90 millimeters 
and weighs a mere 335 grams. For larger calibers, we 
recommend the use of the Osuma 220 silencer.

Osuma Suppressors are available in calibers from 
.222 to .45 and with all the most popular mounting threads. 
The color options are black and silver.

Osuma Suppressors
Screws: 14x1,15x1,18x1,14x1Spigot,15x1Spigot,17x1Spigot, 
18x1, 5/8”x24, 1/2”UNF
Osuma 170
Osuma 220

Heat Covers for Suppressors
Heat Cover for Suppressors Aluminium+elastic band
”Sock model” 170mm
”Sock model” 220mm



Miscellaneous Accessories
“Small things, big difference” – Series

Trigger Widener
Although we say so ourselves, the Osuma Trigger 
Widener is the best pound-for-pound shooting accessory 
in the world. The Osuma Trigger Widener provides a 
perfect feeling of the trigger action. The wider surface 
distributes the finger pressure so that the feeling of 
trigger resistance becomes considerably lighter.

Trigger wideners are available in widths up to 7 and 8 
mm. The design enables attachment to almost all types of 
triggers. 

Osuma Sling Swivel Adapter for UIT Rail
The high quality blue annealed steel adapter made from 
one piece fits the standard UIT rail. The adapter also 
enables not only the mounting of the GT sling swivel, but 
also the fitting of most bipods to guns with a UIT slide rail.



Osuma Oversized Bolt Knob for Blaser R8
The Oversized Bolt Knob makes the action of your Blaser 
R8 feel even smoother. The ergonomic design allows you 
to open the bolt with two fingers, and push it back with 
the palm of your hand.

Osuma Special Scope Mount
Osuma Special Scope Mounts are a great help for those 
who have had to change their aiming eye, for example as 
a result of an accident. With the special mount, a right-
handed shooter who has suffered an accident can still 
shoot right-handed, and does not need to learn to shoot 
with their left hand. Correspondingly, the sight can be 
changed to the opposite side for a left-handed shooter. 
The Osuma Special Scope Mount is attached to the 
existing scope mounts (preferably using a 1” ring).

Osuma Mirage Guard
The Osuma Mirage Guard is designed especially for 
Osuma Suppressors, but is also suitable for many other 
brands. At the end of the suppressor is an adjustable 
aluminium ring, to which the elastic material is attached. 
On the bolt body side, the mirage strap is fixed to the 
scope mount. Because of this, mirage can be eliminated 
all along the barrel.

Osuma Biathlon Harness
Durable and well-fitted Osuma skiing harnesses are the 
right choice for winter elk hunting, bird rifles or biathlon. 
The forend is mounted on the UIT rail and the butt end 
with cords. The cords are flexible, so the rifle can be 
tightly strapped to the back close to the body, which is an 
advantage when running and skiing.

Osuma Case Collector
The cartridge case collector bag is a handy tool when 
there is no time to pick up cases. There is a provision 
for screw attachment in the steel frame. The bag itself is 
made of durable material. It can be folded shut so that 
no cases can fall out. 

Osuma 17mm Scope Mounting Dovetails
We have designed 17mm dovetail pieces for the Sauer 
101 and Mauser M12 rifles. These aluminium pieces 
enable the attachment of scope mounts to the 17mm 
dovetail in Tikka rifles. Mounting screws are included 
with each set of dovetails.



Osuma Picatinny Rail for Sauer 100
The Picatinny Rail can be attached to a Sauer 100 rifle, 
and works as a scope mounting platform. Mounting 
screws are included with the Picatinny Rail.

Osuma UIT Rails
A mandatory accessory for a biathlon rifle. The rail can be 
attached either on the side, or at the bottom of the stock. 
Available in 100mm and 200mm rail lengths.

Osuma Benchrest Shooting Support
A forend designed specifically for benchrest shooting. 
A heavy stand and spikes made of tempered steel 
guarantee that the support will stay in place. The Osuma 
Benchrest Shooting Support features both rough and 
fine height adjustment, and precisely adjustable lateral 
movement. We recommend the Protector support bag as 
an accessory for benchrest shooting support.
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